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September 26th 2014:Media Magic: Instantly get limitless
publicity with guest Shannon Burnett-Gronich

LISTEN LIVE
Would you like to learn more about “how” to effectively get your
'desired' information out there and into the press. I will be talking
with Shannon Burnett-Gronich the creator of MEDIA MAGIC who
helps ordinary people communicate effectively to become highly
regarded “Experts” in their field. Shannon says every day people
can learn the key to proper press release creation, creating
“Promotional Buzz,” and writing a Power Biography that proves
extraordinary. I am sure many of us could really benefit from
understanding how to make the media listen. Shannon BurnettGronich is known as the owner o
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Featured Guest
Shannon Burnett-Gronich
Shannon Burnett-Gronich has come a long way since her days as a single mother of
two, struggling to make ends meet. Through hard work & a focus on helping others find
success, Shannon has developed into a success-ful, multi-faceted executive. Her
expertise has enabled her to help hundreds of people with business develop-ment
and personal growth by training & coaching them in marketing, event production,
networking & much more. Shannon has spent ten years building an international
conscious business community, focused on helping small businesses grow through
education, marketing & cooperation. Known as the owner of an exclusive "Mil-lion
Dollar Rolodex," Shannon has successfully attained over
Read more
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